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ANNUAL MEASUREMENTS
FOR AM SPURIOUS & HARMONIC EMISSIONS

Beginning in 1994, all AM and FM broadcast stations were required to make periodic
signal integrity measurements. The National Radio Systems Committee designed
specific emissions tests for AM stations, which the FCC requires annually. They are
more commonly referred to as “NRSC Bandwidth Measurements”. The resulting data, in
the form of a report, is usually placed in the Engineering section of your public file.
The equipment necessary to perform these measurements is very expensive, and is not
usually found at the average radio station. As a consequence, there are people like
myself, equipped with the proper equipment and technical expertise who, for a fee, avail
themselves to stations to perform both the technical and clerical work necessary to
perform the measurements and produce the final report.
Shown below are copies of the specific FCC rules that pertain to these measurements.
The relevant portions have been highlighted. FCC Rule 73.1590 states the requirement
to make the measurements. FCC Rule 73.44 explains in very specific detail, how the
measurements must be performed.

§ 73.1580

47 CFR Ch. I (10–1–01 Edition)

of frequent reoccurrence referenced to
75 kHz deviation. However, stations
providing subsidiary communications
services using subcarriers under provisions of § 73.319 concurrently with the
broadcasting
of
stereophonic
or
monophonic programs may increase
the peak modulation deviation as follows:
(i) The total peak modulation may be
increased 0.5 percent for each 1.0 percent subcarrier injection modulation.
(ii) In no event may the modulation
of the carrier exceed 110 percent (82.5
kHz peak deviation).
(3) TV and Class A TV stations. In no
case shall the total modulation of the
aural carrier exceed 100% on peaks of
frequent recurrence, unless some other
peak modulation level is specified in an
instrument
of
authorization.
For
monophonic transmissions, 100% modulation is defined as +/¥25 kHz.
(c) If a limiting or compression amplifier is employed to maintain modulation levels, precaution must be taken
so as not to substantially alter the dynamic characteristics of programs.
[44 FR 58735, Oct. 11, 1979, as amended at 47
FR 13165, Mar. 29, 1982; 49 FR 14508, Apr. 12,
1984; 49 FR 15081, Apr. 17, 1984; 49 FR 27147,
July 2, 1984; 49 FR 47610, Dec. 6, 1984; 49 FR
48312, Dec. 12, 1984; 51 FR 26251, July 22, 1986;
56 FR 64872, Dec. 12, 1991; 65 FR 30004, May 10,
2000]

§ 73.1580 Transmission system inspections.
Each AM, FM, TV and Class A TV
station licensee or permittee must conduct periodic complete inspections of
the transmitting system and all required monitors to ensure proper station operation.
[65 FR 30004, May 10, 2000]

§ 73.1590 Equipment
measurements.

performance

(a) The licensee of each AM, FM, TV
and Class A TV station, except licensees of Class D non-commercial educational FM stations authorized to operate with 10 watts or less output
power, must make equipment performance measurements for each main
transmitter as follows:
(1) Upon initial installation of a new
or replacement main transmitter.

(2) Upon modification of an existing
transmitter made under the provisions
of § 73.1690, Modification of transmission systems, and specified therein.
(3) Installation of AM stereophonic
transmission equipment pursuant to
§ 73.128.
(4) Installation of FM subcarrier or
stereophonic transmission equipment
pursuant to § 73.295, § 73.297, § 73.593 or
§ 73.597.
(5) Installation of TV stereophonic or
subcarrier
transmission
equipment
pursuant to §§ 73.669 and 73.1690.
(6) Annually, for AM stations, with
not more than 14 months between
measurements.
(7) When required by other provisions
of the rules or the station license.
(b) Measurements for spurious and
harmonic emissions must be made to
show compliance with the transmission
system requirements of § 73.44 for AM
stations; § 73.317 for FM stations and
§ 73.687 for TV stations. Measurements
must be made under all conditions of
modulation expected to be encountered
by the station whether transmitting
monophonic or stereophonic programs
and providing subsidiary communications services.
(c) TV visual equipment performance
measurements must be made with the
equipment adjusted for normal program operation at the transmitter antenna sampling port to yield the following information:
(1) Field strength or voltage of the
lower side-band for a modulating frequency of 1.25 MHz or greater, (including 3.58 MHz for color), and of the
upper side-band for a modulating frequency of 4.75 MHz or greater.
(2) Data showing that the waveform
of the transmitted signal conforms to
that specified by the standards for TV
transmissions.
(3) Photographs of a test pattern
taken from a receiver or monitor connected to the transmitter output.
(4) Data showing envelope delay characteristics of the radiated signal.
(5) Data showing the attenuation of
spurious and harmonic radiation, if,
after type acceptance, any changes
have been made in the transmitter or
associated
equipment
(filters,
multiplexer, etc.) which could cause
changes in its radiation products.
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§ 73.1615

(d) The data required by paragraphs
(b) and (c) of this section, together
with a description of the equipment
and procedure used in making the
measurements, signed and dated by the
qualified person(s) making the measurements, must be kept on file at the
transmitter or remote control point for
a period of 2 years, and on request
must be made available during that
time to duly authorized representatives of the FCC.

(d) The authorization for tests embodied in this section shall not be construed as constituting a license to operate but as a necessary part of construction.

[47 FR 8589, Mar. 1, 1982, as amended at 51 FR
18450, May 20, 1986; 65 FR 30004, May 10, 2000]

§ 73.1610 Equipment tests.
(a) During the process of construction of a new broadcast station, the
permittee, after notifying the FCC in
Washington, D.C. may, without further
authority from the FCC, conduct
equipment tests for the purpose of
making such adjustments and measurements as may be necessary to assure
compliance with the terms of the construction permit, the technical provisions of the application therefore, the
rules and regulations and the applicable engineering standards. For AM stations, equipment tests, including either
a directional or nondirectional proof of
performance required by the construction permit, may be conducted during
daytime hours provided that the antenna system is first substantially
tuned during the experimental period.
The nondirectional proof shall be conducted with power adjusted to 25% of
that specified in the permit for the authorized directional facilities or, if applicable, to such higher power as is
specified in the same permit for authorized nondirectional facilities. For
licensed stations, see § 73.1615, Operation During Modification of Facilities; and § 73.157, Antenna Testing During Daytime.
(b) The FCC may notify the permittee not to conduct equipment tests
or may modify, cancel, suspend, or
change the modes of testing or the
dates and times for such tests in order
to resolve interference complaints or
when such action may appear to be in
the public interest, convenience, and
necessity.
(c) Equipment tests may be continued so long as the construction permit
shall remain valid.

[43 FR 32783, July 28, 1978, as amended at 47
FR 40174, Sept. 13, 1982; 50 FR 30947, July 31,
1985]

§ 73.1615 Operation during modification of facilities.
When the licensee of an existing AM,
FM, TV or Class A TV station is in the
process of modifying existing facilities
as authorized by a construction permit
and determines it is necessary to either
discontinue operation or to operate
with temporary facilities to continue
program service, the following procedures apply:
(a) Licensees holding a construction
permit for modification of directional
or nondirectional FM, TV or Class A
TV or nondirectional AM station facilities may, without specific FCC authority, for a period not exceeding 30 days:
(1) Discontinue operation, or
(2) Operate with temporary facilities
to maintain, as nearly as possible, but
not exceed, the size of the presently licensed coverage area.
(b) Licensees of an AM station holding a construction permit which involves directional facilities and which
does not involve a change in operating
frequency may, without specific FCC
authority, for a period not exceeding 30
days:
(1) Discontinue operation, or
(2) Operate with reduced power or
with parameters at variance from licensed tolerances while maintaining
monitoring point field strengths within
licensed limits during the period subsequent to the commencement of modifications authorized by the construction permit, or
(3) Operate in a nondirectional mode
during the presently licensed hours of
directional operation with power reduced to 25% or less of the nominal licensed power, or whatever higher
power, not exceeding licensed power,
will insure that the radiated field
strength specified by the license is not
exceeded at any given asimuth for the
corresponding hours of directional operation, or
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§ 73.45

§ 73.44 AM transmission system emission limitations.
(a) The emissions of stations in the
AM service shall be attenuated in accordance with the requirements specified in paragraph (b) of this section.
Emissions shall be measured using a
properly operated and suitable sweptfrequency RF spectrum analyzer using
a peak hold duration of 10 minutes, no
video filtering, and a 300 Hz resolution
bandwidth, except that a wider resolution bandwidth may be employed above
11.5 kHz to detect transient emissions.
Alternatively, other specialized receivers or monitors with appropriate characteristics may be used to determine
compliance with the provisions of this
section, provided that any disputes
over measurement accuracy are resolved in favor of measurements obtained by using a calibrated spectrum
analyzer adjusted as set forth above.
(b) Emissions 10.2 kHz to 20 kHz removed from the carrier must be attenuated at least 25 dB below the
unmodulated carrier level, emissions 20
kHz to 30 kHz removed from the carrier
must be attenuated at least 35 dB
below the unmodulated carrier level,
emissions 30 kHz to 60 kHz removed
from the carrier must be attenuated at
least [5 + 1 dB/kHz] below the
unmodulated carrier level, and emissions between 60 kHz and 75 kHz of the
carrier frequency must be attenuated
at least 65 dB below the unmodulated
carrier level. Emissions removed by
more than 75 kHz must be attenuated
at least 43 + 10 Log (Power in watts) or
80 dB below the unmodulated carrier
level, whichever is the lesser attenuation, except for transmitters having
power less than 158 watts, where the attenuation must be at least 65 dB below
carrier level.
(c) Should harmful interference be
caused to the reception of other broadcast or non-broadcast stations by out
of band emissions, the licensee may be
directed to achieve a greater degree of
attentuation than specified in paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section.
(d) Measurements to determine compliance with this section for transmitter type acceptance are to be made
using signals sampled at the output
terminals of the transmitter when operating into an artificial antenna of

substantially zero reactance. Measurements made of the emissions of an operating station are to be made at
ground level approximately 1 kilometer from the center of the antenna
system. When a directional antenna is
used, the carrier frequency reference
field strength to be used in order of
preference shall be:
(1) The measure non-directional field
strength.
(2) The RMS field strength determined from the measured directional
radiation pattern.
(3) The calculated expected field
strength that would be radiated by a
non-directional antenna at the station
authorized power.
(e) Licensees of stations complying
with the ANSI/EIA– 549– 1988, NRSC– 1
AM
Preemphasis/Deemphasis
and
Broadcast Transmission Bandwidth
Specifications (NRSC– 1), prior to June
30, 1990 or from the original commencement of operation will, until June 30,
1994, be considered to comply with
paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section,
absent any reason for the Commission
to believe otherwise. Such stations are
waived from having to make the periodic
measurements
required
in
§ 73.1590(a)(6) until June 30, 1994. However, licensees must make measurements to determine compliance with
paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section
upon receipt of an Official Notice of
Violation or a Notice of Apparent Liability alleging noncompliance with
those provisions, or upon specific request by the Commission.
[47 FR 8588, Mar. 1, 1982, as amended at 49 FR
3999, Feb. 1, 1984]

§ 73.45

AM antenna systems.

(a) All applicants for new, additional,
or different AM station facilities and
all licensees requesting authority to
change the transmitting system site of
an existing station must specify an antenna system, the efficiency of which
complies with the requirements for the
class and power of station. (See §§ 73.186
and 73.189.)
(1) An application for authority to install an AM broadcast antenna must
specify a definite site and include full
details of the antenna system design
and expected performance.
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